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ABSTRACT

People are constantly glued to the small screens they hold in their hands. Brains and
thumbs are evolving to interact with these miniature devices to skillfully scroll, search, like, and
post. Social media has become a force to be reckoned with in the 21st century. With millions of
users across the globe, it is easier now more than ever to stay connected, and informed. For
public relations practitioners, the use of social media is a blessing and a curse. While social
media is a new tool utilized to spreading a company message, it has shortened the window of
opportunity and response in a time of crisis.
This paper looks into how social media has transformed the field of public relations, how
practitioners can utilize social media to their advantage in times of crisis, and how the golden
hour has become the golden minute. I hope that with this information, public relations
practitioners can realize the benefits of social media especially in times of crisis, act ethically
with this new tool, and see the importance of a crisis communication plan with a social media
focus.
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Chapter 1
From the Golden Hour to the Golden Minute
The term “golden hour” comes from the medical world. Coined by R. Adams Cowley,
the founder of the Shock Trauma Institute in Baltimore, “golden hour” is a term commonly used
among trauma surgeons and emergency medical service (EMS) providers (Rogers, Rittenhouse,
& Gross, 2015). Cowley stated in an article from 1975 that “the first hour after injury will largely
determine a critically injured person’s chances for survival” (Rogers et al., 2015). Since there
was no data or sources to support Cowley in this idea, it is believed that Cowley was attempting
to garner support for a shock trauma hospital and a helicopter program that could fly a trauma
patient to a hospital in Baltimore within 60 minutes, no matter where the patient was in the state
of Maryland (Rogers, et al., 2015). In the medial world, the adage “suggests an injured patient
has 60 min from time of injury to receive definitive care, after which morbidity and mortality
significantly increase” (Rogers et al., 2015). This is mirrored in the public relations profession as
if one were to switch out the word “patient” for “client” or “company,” “morbidity” for
“backlash,” and “mortality” for “reputational damage,” the statement applies. “The golden hour”
refers to the 60 minutes that a public relations professional has to react and respond when a crisis
hits a company before severe backlash, or even chances of their client ‘dying,’ increases.
Similar to how a hospital has certain plans, procedures, and surgeries for a variety of
injuries, a company needs to have a crisis communication plan in order for there to be the best
chance of survival. Due to the rise in social media and a 24/7 news cycle, this “golden hour” that
an organization has to respond has shortened. In some cases, organizations are expected to have
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a response almost immediately. Since social media opens up the opportunity for the public to not
only listen, but also speak back instantaneously, a plan needs to be enacted quickly. Seeger,
Sellnow, and Ulmer (2001) pointed out that in times of crisis, “the media and other stakeholders
demand an immediate thorough and unqualified response from organizations. Anything less
might be seen as stonewalling” (p.160). Through the Internet, especially social media,
stakeholders have joined the conversation and they are demanding answers in times of crisis.
Due to the immediacy and interactivity of social media, organizations must be prepared
to respond faster in times of crisis in order to control the narrative of the crisis themselves.
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Chapter 2
History of Public Relations
“At its core, public relations is about influencing, engaging and building a relationship
with key stakeholders across a myriad of platforms in order to shape and frame the public
perception of an organization.” — Public Relations Society of America (“About Public
Relations,” n.d.).
Hype, ‘spin’, excitement, and awareness are some of the words commonly associated
with the field of public relations. More modern definitions of the field typically involve the
public relations umbrella falling over a multitude of tasks including brand awareness, press
releases, event planning, crisis communications, media relations, and social media. When tracing
the roots of this industry, some say the practice of public relations started before there was even a
formal industry. We could argue that using publicity to promoting causes can actually be traced
back to the first settlements in the 16th century on the East Coast of the United States (Cutlip,
1995, p.1).
“The exaggerated claims that often characterize publicity began with Sir Walter
Raleigh’s ill-fated effort to settle Roanoke Island off the Virginia coast. When Captain Arthur
Barlowe returned to England in 1584 from that desolate, swampy area, he reported to Raleigh:
‘The smile is the most plentiful, sweet, fruitful and wholesome of all the worlde… they have
those Okes that we have, but farre greater and better, the highest and the reddest Cedars of the
world and a great abundance of ‘Pine or Pitch Trees’” (Cutlip, 1995, p.1).
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While certain characteristics can be traced back to the start of the colonies, the formal
practice of public relations was considered started in the early 20th century (“About Public
Relations,” n.d.). Edward Bernays, the nephew of Sigmund Freud, is considered the Father of
Public Relations as he was the man who “got women to smoke and who put bacon and eggs on
breakfast tables, Ivory in soap dishes, books in bookshelves, and Calvin Coolidge back in the
White House” (Tye, 1998, p. viii). Bernays used his wit and strategic mind to generate
newsworthy events and push agendas, even if it meant using his own personal life to do so. In a
hush-hush ceremony within the marriage chapel of the New York Municipal building, Bernays
and his bride Doris E. Fleischman wed with no friends or family present, no gown or tuxedo, no
lavish reception. They did not even have wedding rings to exchange. In addition, they wed five
minutes before the chapel closed to ensure that the ceremony was not written about the next day.
However, the wedding was not kept secret for long. When the couple got to the Waldorf-Astoria,
Doris recalls that her new husband “grasped the telephone and called hundreds of his more
intimate friends to tell them about our secret marriage” (Tye, 1998, p. 2).
Their wedding reached news headlines, not because of the calls that Bernays made,
however. Bernays had his bride register at the Waldorf under her maiden name, something
extremely uncommon for the 1920’s. Bernays knew this would become newsworthy as his
strategy generated buzz due to the following:
“He knew this would trigger a policy that he as hotel PR man had instituted where the
press would immediately be notified of anything newsworthy. In this case the news was of a
married couple who were about to occupy a suite recently vacated by the king and queen of
Belgium and who had signed in as ‘Edward L. Bernays and wife, Doris E. Fleischman’” (Tye,
1998, p. 2).
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Over 250 newspapers ran stories with headlines such as “The Bride Registers Under Her
Maiden Name,” and “Independent” detailing how a married woman checked into the hotel with
her husband, but used her name instead of his (Tye, 1998, p. 2). Bernays detailed the smashing
success of this original strategy as a win-win for feminism and the Waldorf as follows. His new
bride, Doris, had become the new symbol of women’s rights around the world, and the Waldorf
became the old hotel that stood for a contemporary idea (Tye, 1998, p. 3).
This idea of generating newsworthy content in order to put an organization, brand or
campaign in a positive light, like Bernays did for the Waldorf and feminism, is still at the core of
public relations. However, since its inception, the profession of public relations has inherited
many other disciplines and skills. Brand journalism/content creation, corporate communications,
crisis communications, events, executive communications, internal communications, marketing
communications, media relations, multimedia, reputation management, social media, and
speechwriting are just some of the disciplines that are now within the field of public relations
(“About Public Relations,” n.d.).
Social media has become a skill that public relations professionals are expected to know
and even a whole department at some organizations because of the role it plays in an
organization’s reputation, image, and crisis communication plan.
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Chapter 3
History of Social Media
15 years ago, if you wanted to wish someone a Happy Birthday, you could call them,
send them a card, or express your sentiments in person. Today, you have the ability to post on
their Facebook wall, upload a photo of the two of you to Instagram, Tweet them, Snap them a
picture, upload a video of them to YouTube, or direct message them on any of those social media
channels. Social media has changed the way people interact with one another. It has also
changed the way people gather information and form their opinions. This is important to public
relations practitioners because an organization’s reputation could be formed via social media.
Platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat allow organizations to interact
with their target publics in an interactive way, disseminate important information when needed
and stay in the conversation when it really matters.
Statistics from Pew Research Center indicate that 45% of Americans ages 18 to 24 are
Twitter users, and 71% are on Instagram (Smith & Anderson, 2018). There is a variety in social
media use among age groups, but over 50% of Americans aged 18 to 64 use social media, with
users over 65 years of age dropping to 37%. The breakdown among age groups is that 88% of 18
to 29 year-olds, 78% of 30 to 49 year olds, and 64% of those aged 50 to 64 use social media
(Smith & Anderson, 2018). Lastly, “fully 74% of Facebook users say they visit the site daily,
with around half (51%) saying they do several times a day” (Smith & Anderson, 2018). We can
see through these statistics how people are constantly checking their social media sites, which
explains the need for immediacy when it comes to crisis communication.
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With over 3.196 billion active users on social media worldwide, social media has become
a necessity when it comes to maintaining an organization’s image and a factor shaping the way
crisis communications is conducted.

Facebook
Facebook, one of the world’s largest social media sites, was founded in 2004 by Mark
Zuckerberg who was studying psychology at Harvard at the time (Phillips, 2007). 14 years later,
Facebook’s mission is still to “give people the power to build community and bring the world
closer together” (Facebook, 2004).
In December 2017, Facebook reported that there were an average of 1.4 billion daily
active users and 2.13 billion monthly active users that took advantage of the social media site
(Facebook Newsroom: Our Company, n.d.). Facebook has offices worldwide and is now not
only used for personal use, but also by organizations and advertisers that take advantage of all
the eyeballs glued to the social media channel. People have their own personal pages where they
virtually friend other users (known and unknown alike), post photos, and update their network
through status postings. Statuses can be accompanied by photos, videos, and even can have a
“feeling attached.” For example, if someone wanted to post about their new promotion, they
could tag ‘feeling excited’ along with the details of the promotion itself in the status update.
Features of how Facebook is used for organizations include pages for the company to
post updates, pictures, videos, events, and status updates. A company/brand page is almost
identical to a personal page, but it serves a different purpose, as its main goal is to promote a
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certain company, brand, person, or group. A personal page can be measured by the number of
friends someone has, but a company page is measured in likes of the page overall.
On both the personal and company page, other users can ‘like’ posts. Until 2016, users
could only “like” posts, videos, etc. made by others, however in early 2016, Facebook added
reactions such as “love,” “haha,” “wow,” “sad,” and “angry” for people to express their feelings
towards a post in a more expressive way (Stinson, 2016). These new reactions allow people and
companies to get a more detailed view of how their friends and followers are reacting to the
content they post on their profile or page.

Figure 1. Organization Profile Page, Facebook 2018
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Twitter
Originally launched as Twttr, Twitter was created in 2006 as a “group send SMS
application” where “each person controls their own network of friends” (Arrington, 2006). While
people were skeptical of Twitter originally, it has become a worldwide platform where 330
million monthly active users take to the platform to share opinions and what is happening in their
world (Newberry, 2018). Twitter supports over 40 languages and is most popular among
Americans aged 18 to 29 years (Newberry, 2018).
Today, the company defines itself as follows: “Twitter is what’s happening in the world
and what people are talking about right now” (Twitter, n.d.). On Twitter, a user has followers
and can follow other people with a Twitter account. Users can post updates to their followers and
can include photos, videos, and hashtags. Hashtags can be used as a way to join a conversation
that is happening locally, nationally, or even globally as users can click on the hashtag to see
what others are saying about the same topic, if they too used the hashtag. Recently, Twitter
expanded the length that people could Tweet. 140 characters was the amount that you could
tweet for some time, but in November 2017, they expanded the limit to 280 characters (Perez,
2017). This allows users to express their ideas, opinions, and life updates in a more in-depth way,
especially for languages like English that take more characters to say something.
Perez (2017) writes that the reasoning behind the move to a 280-character count are as
follows,
“Twitter said that those who tweeted in languages like Japanese, Korean, and Chinese
were able to express around double the amount of information in a single character, compared
with users who spoke English, Spanish, Portuguese or French, for example.”
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Backlash ensued as users felt that more words just meant a more cluttered timeline. Some
believed that the expanded character count would not change what people are saying, they will
just use more characters to do so. A challenge for Twitter users is to come up with a brief, clever
way of expressing themselves.
Regardless of the change in character count, Twitter remains a popular social media site
for people to share their opinions, join conversations, and interact with loved ones as well as
organizations.

Figure 2. Twitter Profile, Meghan Reinhardt 2018
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Figure 3. Twitter News Feed, 2018

Instagram
Instagram, created by Kevin Systrom, started out as a very complex app called ‘Burbn’
that “let users check in at particular locations, make plans for future check-ins, earn points for
hanging out with friends, and post pictures of the meet-ups” (Garber, 2014). When Burbn did not
take off quite as Systrom had hoped, he brought on Mike Krieger, another programmer to help
figure out why Burbn was not working and what they could do to get people to start using it.
When they figured out that the most used part of Burbn was the photo-sharing capabilities, they
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scratched the more complex side of the app to make it strictly photo-sharing (Garber, 2014). On
October 12, 2010, the simple photo-sharing app named Instagram had its debut (Garber, 2014).
Today, Instagram is “a community of more than 800 million who capture and share the
world’s moments on the service” (Instagram: About Us, n.d.).
Instagram has stayed true to being a photo-sharing platform, with
some changes and advancements throughout the years. Users can
post photos or videos with captions to their followers who can
“like” and comment on their posts. Like Twitter, hashtags can be
used in captions so similar photos are curated onto a page
dedicated to that certain hashtag, when the hashtag is clicked on.
Not only is it a photo sharing, but also a photo-editing app as users
can put filters on their photos and make adjustments to their
Figure 4. Instagram Profile, 2018

content before they post. In 2016, the app launched Instagram
Stories, where users could post photos and videos that would only last for 24 hours to their
profile (Constine, 2016). Instagram Galleries were introduced in
2017 as a way to upload multiple photos at a time in a “swipeable
gallery” (Pierce, 2017). With this new feature, Instagram users can
post as many as 10 photos at a time to share with their social
network. Organizations can do this to highlight more than one
benefit of their organization, or provide a small album from an
event they held.

Figure 5. Instagram Feed, 2018
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Snapchat
Back in summer of 2011, ‘Pictaboo’ was founded by Evan Spiegel, Reggie Brown
(Crook & Escher, 2015) after Brown sparked the idea by wishing photos he’d been sending to a
girl would disappear. Once summer was over, a fight had ensued over equity and Brown ended
up being kicked out of the company he helped to start. In the fall of 2011, Pictaboo was renamed
to Snapchat by Spiegel and Murphy (Crook & Escher, 2015).
At the beginning of 2018, Snapchat has 178 million daily active users (Aslam, 2018).
Snap Inc. refers to themselves as a camera company. “We believe that reinventing the
camera represents our greatest opportunity to improve the way people live and communicate.
Our products empower people to express themselves, live in the moment, learn about the world,
and have fun together” (Snap Inc., n.d.).
Now, users can send snaps to individuals, groups, and post photos or videos to their
Snapchat story, which only lasts for 24 hours. The ‘Discover’ portion of Snapchat allows users to
watch Snap stories that may be of interest to them, and get news through mini-broadcasts that are
placed on the social media platform. For example, NBC News has a broadcast, Stay Tuned,
which airs everyday twice a day, and provides Snapchat users news in just a few minutes.

More Than a Social Platform
“Facebook was not originally created to be a company. It was built to accomplish a social
mission — to make the world more open and connected” (Zuckerberg, n.d.). Twitter originally
started as simply a way to allow people to give 140 character status updates (Wolan, 2011).
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Platforms like Facebook and Twitter have grown from social sharing sites have become
sources people rely on for breaking news. In 2009, the first report of US Airways flight 1549
safely landing in the Hudson River in New York was not by a journalist. It was by Jim Hanrahan
(@highfours) who tweeted “I just watch a plane crash into the Hudson rive in manhattan”

Figure 6. Hudson River Tweet, 2018

While the tweet only got 4 retweets and 24 likes, this shows how everyday citizens hold the
power to be journalists with the power of social media in the palm of their hand.
Social media sites also give the public the ability to be an organization’s biggest
endorsement or worst nightmare through reviews and comments. A customer can take to Twitter,
Facebook, or any social media site to tell their followers about a bad experience with a certain
company and that information will spread much faster than word-of-mouth.
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With hashtags, many users can chime in on one conversation that is happening, even if
they are not near each other. This connectivity has flipped the switch on companies. The
Economist’s Intelligence Unit looked into a form of individual customer empowerment they refer
to as “bottom-up marketing” that is happening as a result of technology and social media (Hanna,
Rohm, and Crittenden, 2011, p. 267). Bottom-up marketing is described as follows,
“…Karpinski (2005) describes consumers of media and marketing messages as
intelligent, organizing, and more trusting of their own opinions and the opinions of their peers.
This bottom-up marketing occurs because ‘billions of people create trillions of connections
through social media each day’” (Hanna et. al, 2011, p. 267).
If social media empowers the public to affect the marketplace, how can organizations
overlook having their own social media pages to be in on the conversation? Plus, social media
channels can also give the public a two-way form of communication and information during
times of crisis for an organization. Since “consumers are simultaneously the initiators and
recipients of information exchanges” (Hanna et. al, 2011, p. 271), they can play a huge role in
how a crisis unfolds and is perceived.
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Chapter 4
Crisis Communication Defined
While many organizations could identify if they were in a crisis, there is currently no
universal definition of a crisis. For this paper, we will adopt Coombs (2014) definition of an
organizational crisis as follows,
“ A crisis is the perception of an unpredictable event that threatens important
expectancies of stakeholders related to health, safety, environmental, and economic issues, and
can seriously impact an organizations performance and generate negative outcomes” (p. 3).
Crises affect organizations unexpectedly, and can create damage that can be impossible
to come back from in some cases. Crisis communication can be defined as the way an
organization handles a crisis and how they attend to their stakeholders and the public.
Through the cases we will analyze, we will learn that crisis communication should not be
reactive. In fact, in order for organizations to be effective in a crisis communications plan, they
should be proactive about their tactics used in times of crisis. A crisis is unexpected, so an
organization will not know exactly what is coming for them, but they should be prepared
regardless.
An organization can be prepared for a crisis by “diagnosing crisis vulnerabilities,
selecting and training a crisis management team and spokespersons, creating a crisis portfolio,
and refining a crisis communication system” (Coombs, 2014, p. 5). Coombs’ explanation of how
an organization can be prepared for the worst is an example of how the leadership of an
organization should be listening when their public relations practitioner enacts a crisis
communication plan. It may be the responsibility of the public relations practitioner to spearhead
the plan, but the entire organization should be aware of the protocol if crisis were to strike. That
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way, if a crisis hit the organization and attention is heavily focused on it, no one is in panic mode
because they know what to do. An organization’s crisis communication can heavily influence the
lifecycle of the crisis as “research suggests that communication during and after a crisis is one of
the most important factors in determining the long-term effects of a crisis” (Taylor & Perry,
2005, p. 210).
When looking at crisis communication as a whole, Coombs (2014) notes that there are
four interrelated factors within crisis communication — prevention, preparation, response, and
revision. Prevention refers to the protocols and expectations an organization sets for its people to
ensure the organization does not get itself into any trouble. Preparation refers to the plan that an
organization should have in case a crisis hits. Response is how the organization communicates to
the public and the action of enacting its crisis communication plan during crisis. Lastly, revision
refers to the organization looking back at how it handled the crisis, if it was successful in
mitigating damage, and making any necessary revisions to its crisis communication plan if
necessary.
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Chapter 5
The Role of Social Media within Public Relations
In times before social media, public relations professionals were able to control brand
image and allow information about the company to come directly from them. Traditional forms
of public relations included one-way communication methods such as press releases, fact sheets,
memos, and letters. We can see that none of these forms of public relations tactics place the
stakeholders or public in the conversation, they are just told what is happening. Of course,
journalists and media conglomerates could still report on bad news for the company and it was
not completely simple to keep a brand’s image intact. However, the job of a public relations
professional has arguably become much more complex with the rise in social media.
Now, social media can wreak havoc on a brand’s image from one bad tweet or viral
video. In addition, the public can now chime in with their thoughts during a crisis because it is a
two-way form of communication, so social media can start a crisis, as well as keep it alive. As
we saw earlier, everyone with a smartphone and social media has the power to become a
journalist and spread opinion with a social network instantly. In April 2017, a viral video of
United Airlines passenger Dr. David Dao being dragged off an airplane. This caused a social
media frenzy for the company. According to ListenFirst, a brand social media analyzing firm,
United had 1.2 million mentions on Twitter and about 135,000 interactions on Facebook. In the
United States, people shared photos of cut up United loyalty and credit cards to show their
disgust (Creswell & Maheshwari, 2017).
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Because of the power social media holds and the ability for it to disrupt brand image,
companies are making sure they stay on top of both their own social media presence and what is
said about them. When the chief executive of CKE Restaurants, Jason Marker, was hired back in
2017, he requested that screens were installed in the company’s headquarters in order for the
company to stay on top of their brand’s social media presence. “The request by Mr. Marker, just
days into his new role, underscores how seriously the highest levels of corporations are taking
social media, which has provided brands with unprecedented access to consumers while
exposing them to new risks” (Maheshwari, 2017).
Monitoring a company’s social media as well as what is being said about the company is
just the beginning of what a company needs to worry about when it comes to social media.
Companies have had to also worry about what their own employees say on their social media in
their free time as whatever a certain person says can be seen as a reflection on the company.
Social media screening has become a part of an employer’s process in considering an applicant
for a job and what people post on social media has become a fireable offense within some
organizations. This is because what a person posts on social media can be perceived as a
representation of the company that person works for by the public.
With the increased importance placed on social media, jobs have been created to monitor
the 24/7 news and information cycle that comes with running social media accounts. Social
media has created a need to have departments or jobs dedicated solely to monitor and generate
content for a brand or company.
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Chapter 6
Case Studies
In order to clearly demonstrate how social media has effected crisis communication, I
have chosen three different cases — a crisis that occurred in a pre-social media world, one that
occurred during the rise in social media, and one social media movement. Since these cases take
place in different periods of the social media world we live in today, they show how social media
has evolved the way organizations handle crises.

Case Study #1: Johnson & Johnson Handles Tylenol Recall
Seven people died in late Sept. of 1982 in the Chicago area after taking Extra-Strength
Tylenol capsules that were laced with cyanide. At the time, the painkiller was Johnson &
Johnson’s best-selling product (Rehak, 2002).
Philip Cappitelli and Richard Keyworth, two firefighters, were the ones who made the
connection that linked all of these deaths. In their off-duty time, the two were listening to police
radios that were talking about the mysterious deaths. Later, when they were discussing the
deaths, they realized that Tylenol was mentioned in both of the incidents. After they told their
superiors of the suspicion that Tylenol was the killer in these deaths, the capsules were found to
have 65 milligrams of cyanide. It only takes 5 to 7 micrograms of cyanide to kill a person;
therefore, the person that poisoned the pills used 10,000 times more cyanide than the minimum
amount needed for the painkillers to be deadly (Kaplan, n.d.).
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The assistant director for public relations at J&J learned of the incident from a media
outlet when they called for a comment from the company. Robert Andrews said, “We got a call
from a Chicago news reporter. He told us that the medical examiner there had just given a press
conference; people were dying from poisoned Tylenol. He wanted our comment. As it was the
first knowledge we had here in this department, we told him we knew nothing about it. In that
first call we learned more from the reporter than he did from us” (Crisis Communication
Strategies).
While cyanide was available on the premise of the plant that Tylenol was made, it was
made clear that the poisoning did not happen at the plants since the capsules that were tampered
with were concentrated in the Chicago area. An investigation revealed that the suspect most
likely took Tylenol off the shelves, tampered with the bottles, and then put them back on the
shelves of stores in the Chicago area (Kaplan, n.d.).
Nationwide panic ensued after word spread about the cyanide-laced capsules and
tragedies that occurred as a result. In addition, people tried to replicate the tampering. There were
270 incidents of suspected tampering (Kaplan, n.d.) within just a month of the original
tampering. However, the Food and Drug Administration believed that only about 13% of the
reported cases were actually true (Kaplan, n.d.).
This created a public relations nightmare for J&J. They needed to gain back the trust and
loyalty of a public that doubted the safety of their product. Jerry Della, an advertising guru at the
time, said, “I don’t think they can ever sell another product under that name. There may be an
advertising person who thinks he can solve this and if they find him, I want to hire him, because
then I want him to turn our water cooler into a wine cooler” (Kaplan, n.d.).
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J&J recalled 31 million bottles of Tylenol capsules and offered the safer tablet form of
the product as a replacement free of charge (Rehak, 2002). As another bold move, the company
told the public via the media not to consume Tylenol products (Kaplan, n.d.).
In addition to recalling their products and putting the public first with their socially
responsible messages, J&J also partnered with the Chicago Police, the FBI, and the Food and
Drug Administration in order to help with the search for the person who poisoned the capsules
(Kaplan, n.d.). When James Burke, the company’s chairman, took to a news conference about a
month and half after the crisis struck, he detailed what the company did step-by-step in order to
make the situation right (Rehak, 2002).
The crisis overall cost J&J hundreds of millions of dollars. The recall alone cost the
company $100 million (Kaplan, n.d.). Prior to this crisis, Tylenol was the number one alternative
to aspirin and had 37 percent of the over-the-counter painkillers market (Kaplan, n.d.). Getting
Tylenol back to its previous prominence was a goal of J&J after ensured that the safety of the
public was restored. In regards to building the product back up, Burke said, “It will take time, it
will take money, and it will be very difficult; but we consider it a moral imperative, as well as
good business, to restore Tylenol to its preeminent position” (Kaplan, n.d.).
The Food and Drug Administration created new regulations as well as a national mandate
for the use of tampering-resistant packaging after this string of tragedy struck Chicago. McNeil
Consumer Products, the subsidiary of J&J that took the brunt of the responsibility from this case,
became the first company in the pharmaceutical industry to adhere to these new regulations
(Kaplan, n.d.). The new triple-seal, tamper-resistant packaging was on shelves by December.
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Analysis:
By putting a consumer-first approach to the handling of this crisis, J&J was able to
recover faster from this tragedy than marketers thought they would. Since this crisis happened
before social media, not many people outside of the Chicago area heard of the crisis as fast as the
world would have if this had taken place in the social media age that we live in now. Since news
did not spread as rapidly as it seems to with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat, J&J
had time to come up with a plan of attack that ended up gaining back the trust of its consumers.
Something that rings true even more so today that did during this crisis is that most of the time,
media outlets know more about a certain situation before the organization in question does. Since
social media gives ordinary citizens to become journalists, news often gets out and the company
or brand is one of the last to know about what is happening. Andrews, the assistant director of
public relations for J&J, pointed out how they learned more from the conversation with the news
organization than the news learned from attempting to get a comment.
While social media may have hurt the company more initially if this had taken place in
the social media world we live in today, it could have helped them distribute their message once
they established how they were going to fix the situation. Without social media, J&J was given a
bit more time to come up with a plan, but social media could have helped them to speak directly
to the public. Since J&J was willing to put the public first, be transparent by recalling millions of
dollars’ worth of Tylenol products, and work towards providing safer and more trustworthy
solutions, social media could have helped in their case. They could have eased the public’s mind
by issuing a national recall on its channels and then keeping the public informed with how they
are creating safer packaging.
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J&J did a great job of keeping the public informed and telling the truth throughout this
crisis, which is most likely a key factor in why the public was willing to trust them again. This
case shows how companies could enact an effective and low damage campaign without the use
of social media as long as truth and a public-first approach was taken.

Case Study #2: Penn State’s Navigation of the Sandusky Scandal
Penn State University was catapulted into national spotlight on November 5, 2011 for
reasons other than their academic programs or sports domination. One of PSU football’s icons,
former assistant coach Gerald “Jerry” Sandusky, was charged with sexually abusing minors
(Sanderson & Hambrick, 2012).
Back in 1998, Penn State University vice president Gary C. Shultz was informed of an
incident involving Sandusky and a minor in a shower after the victim’s mother reported it to
university police (Sablich, Fessenden, & McLean, n.d.). After an investigation, it was concluded
that there was lack of evidence of a crime, so nothing was recorded in a crime log entry. In late
spring and summer of 1999, Paterno informed Sandusky that he would not be the next head
coach of the football team, but was given the option to stay on as an assistant. Sandusky instead
decided he wanted to find “ways to continue to work with young people through Penn State”
(Sablich et al., n.d.).
There were then two more instances where Sandusky was caught with young boys in the
showers of the football building. In fall 2000, a janitor by the name of Jim Calhoun found
Sandusky, but no one made a report because both he and the person he told were fearful of losing
their jobs. On Feb. 9, 2001, graduate assistant Mike McQueary heard sounds when he was in the
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locker room that concerned him. “He later says under oath that he sees Sandusky raping a boy
who appears to be 10 years old” (Sablich et al., n.d.). McQueary then reported the incident to
Paterno who passed along the information to Schultz and then university president Graham
Spanier. Up until his death, Paterno says that he was not aware of how serious this incident was
between Sandusky and the boy because McQueary apparently only told him he had “seen
something inappropriate involving Sandusky and a child” (Sablich et al., n.d.). Tim Curley, then
athletic director, Schultz, and Spanier decide not to report the incident but instead bans Sandusky
from bringing children to Penn State facilities and reports the incident to Sandusky’s foundation,
Second Mile. After being sold a parcel of land from Penn State, Sandusky continued operation as
usual and even received a press release full of praise from the university, with Schultz’s
approval. In the spring of 2008, a mother calls into Clinton County high school, where one of
Sandusky’s victims went, to report a sexual assault. As a result, Sandusky was no longer allowed
in the school district and the incident was reported to the police. It was in the early months of
2009 that an investigation began by the Pennsylvania attorney general. Claiming he wanted to
spend more time with his family and “handle personal matters,” Sandusky took a step back from
his work with the Second Mile in late 2010 (Sablich et al., n.d.).
Then, on Nov. 5, 2011, everything came crashing down. On that day, “Sandusky is
arrested on charges of sexually abusing eight boys over a 15-year period. He is arraigned and
released on $100,000 bail after being charged with 40 counts. Curley and Schultz are charged
with perjury and failure to report what they knew of the allegations” (Sablich et al., n.d.). Two
days later, Penn States announced that Curley and Schultz would be taking an administrative
leave and retiring, respectively, because of the charges. Two days after that, Paterno announced
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that he would be retiring at the end of the football season, but by the end of the day the board
fired both Paterno and Penn State’s president, Spanier.
On June 22, 2012, Sandusky was found guilty of sexually abusing 10 boys and 45 counts
of sexual assault. The worst was still to come for Penn State. The former director of the F.B.I.
and federal judge Louis J. Freeh conducted his own independent investigation into the scandal
and released his report on July 12, 2012, which accused top university officials and Paterno of
“deliberately hiding facts about Sandusky’s sexually predatory behavior” (Sablich et al., n.d.).
Rodney Erickson took over as university president after Spanier was fired. The Joe Paterno
statue outside of Beaver Stadium was removed on July 22, 2012. Erickson said that the statue
would have been a “recurring would to the multitude of individuals across the nation and beyond
who have been the victims of child abuse” (Sablich et al., n.d.). Lastly, on July 23, 2012, the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) came down on the university with a fine of
$60 million, banning the football team from post-season play for four years, reducing
scholarships for the football team for four years, and taking away any university football
victories from 1998-2011 (Sablich et al., n.d.).
Sandusky that was not the only one under fire for his inappropriate and unforgiving
behavior, but also the way Penn State handled this crisis when it came to light in the public eye.
When the scandal broke, Twitter was utilized by sports journalists to share new
information and immediately be a part of the conversation surrounding the story. “Sports
journalists routinely frame sports stories to guide specific audience interpretations, a task that
translates into digital as well as traditional forums” (Sanderson & Hambrick, 2012). With the
access to social media, sports journalists were able to frame the crisis that was unfolding at Penn
State faster than traditional media outlets. From November 4 - 18, 2011, 6,608 tweets were sent
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out from 151 journalists who worked for major media outlets such as CBS Sports, ESPN,
Chicago Tribune, USA Today, Sports Illustrated, and Sporting News (Sanderson & Hambrick,
2012). Sanderson & Hambrick (2012) completed a study using stratified random sample, with
every fourth tweet used, of those 6,608 tweets to analyze the nature of the tweets that were sent
out by these prominent sports journalists. After looking at the tweets, they determined that
Twitter was used in five ways — to offer commentary, to break news, to be interactive, to link to
content, and to promote (Sanderson & Hambrick, 2012). The study found that the majority of the
tweets sent out by journalists were in the “offering commentary” category (Sanderson &
Hambrick, 2012). Sanderson & Hambrick (2012) broke down this category in four ways —
speculation, criticism, balancing coverage, and empathy. Through Twitter, these journalists
shared their opinion and criticisms with their followers. This allowed the Penn State scandal to
be framed by these journalists, especially because Penn State did not fully utilize Twitter, where
much of the conversation was happening. The following are examples of tweets that show how
journalists utilized Twitter to offer commentary. I pulled Tweets from the accounts of Stewart
Mandel, who worked for Sports Illustrated at the time, and Bill Rabinowitz, who worked for the
Columbus

Dispatch. I

chose these

two

journalists

because they

were two of

the four

journalists

who were

originally

looked at

during

Sanderson
Figure 7. Mandel Tweet (1/3), 2011
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and Hambrick’s (2012) study.

Figure 8. Mandel Tweet (2/3), 2011
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Figure 9. Mandel Tweet (3/3), 2011

Figure 10. Rabinowitz Tweet, 2011
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After looking at Penn State University’s tweets from Nov. 4, 2011 — 18, 2011, there
were 18 tweets sent out by the Penn State Twitter account, @penn_state, which involved
statements from university officials about the scandal. Some examples of these tweets are as
follows,

Figure 11. Penn State Tweet (1/3), 2011

Figure 12. Penn State Tweet (2/3), 2011
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Figure 13. Penn State Tweet (3/3), 2011

In addition, the links from the tweets that provided the full statement are no longer
available.
An additional 12 tweets were sent out from the Penn State account that were about the
candlelight vigil held at Penn State, the alumni-led #PSUProudfor RAINN campaign that raised
money for abuse victims, and how money was going to be collected at a Penn State Football
game to be donated to Prevent Child Abuse PA.
Penn State could not have tweeted 6,608 times during the two-week span that formed this
scandal, but it is evident that not much was done on Twitter in order for the university to take
control of the narrative of the story. For every 140-character tweet of criticism sent out by a
journalist, Penn State lost control of this story.

Analysis: There are many aspects of the Penn State Scandal that can be analyzed, but for
the sake of this thesis, we are solely going to look at the ways in which Twitter was used to form
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the story, and how Penn State utilized this tool. Schultz, Utz, and Goritz (2011) completed the
first study on the use of social media in crisis communication. Through their research, they found
that “Twitter users were more likely to share the message than blog users and non-users of social
media” (Schultz et al., 2011, p. 25). Therefore, in order for an organization to avoid maximum
damage and enact a successful crisis communication plan, Twitter users should be addressed.
Within their study, Schultz et al. (2011) also found that the medium is more important than the
message. This shows that it does not matter what an organization is saying if they are not using
the right mediums to do so. “Although people still talk more about newspaper articles, tweets
had the most positive effect on secondary crisis communication and reactions. In addition, twitter
users share information via different channels. Organizations should therefore pay more attention
to twitter, and strategically reflect on their media choice and the target groups’ media use”
(Schultz et al., 2011, p. 26).
That study was conducted in 2010. Since then, Twitter has grown to be a platform home
to 330 million monthly active users, which only amplifies the platform’s importance in times of
crisis. While “sports journalists both contemplated about and proposed actions that various Penn
State stakeholders should undertake” and “devoted tweets to lambasting various players in the
PSU story,” (Sanderson & Hambrick, 2012, p. 390), Penn State simply released statements and
missed the opportunity of utilizing Twitter to gain control of the story. Penn State did a lot of
reacting to the crisis on their Twitter instead of taking action. In addition, the university did not
interact on Twitter. With the multitude of reactions to the scandal, the university should have
utilized the positive messages to their advantage. “Practitioners can use supportive social media
postings to their advantage by using the statements from active stakeholders to supplement the
organization’s response to the crisis situation” (Brown, Brown & Billings, 2015, p. 307). Penn
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State is home to the biggest alumni association in the world. This relationship between the school
and any alumni who could have helped Penn State repair the damage done by this scandal should
have been utilized online, but was not.
Lastly, Penn State did not respect the ‘golden minute’ when responding to the scandal. In
fact, “Penn State fans complained about the lack of transparency as Penn State responded to the
allegations and the slow speed with which university officials would offer comments on the
situation” (Brown et. al, 2015, p. 307). By not being interactive with their messaging, Penn State
left out what could have been its best asset during this tumultuous time — Penn Staters around
the world. This ended up causing many alumni to take allegiance with Joe Paterno instead of
sticking with the university. Since social media is instant and interactive, organizations cannot
leave their most important publics at an arm’s length, which is exactly what Penn State tried to
do.

Case Study #3: The #MeToo Movement: How a Social Media Trend Started a Revolution
“The quickness and strength of Twitter and Facebook allowed the #MeToo movement to
gain worldwide visibility and put names and faces to those harassed and/or assaulted.” Said
Jason Mollica, a digital media expert and professor at American University in Washington
(Rogers, 2017).
While the #MeToo movement has created a nationwide revolution in recent months, this
notion is not new at all. Activist Tarana Burke actually started the movement in 2006 as a way to
create “empowerment through empathy” (Rogers, 2017). The movement was revitalized in Oct.
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2017 with a trending #MeToo hashtag after Alyssa Milano, actress, called for victims of sexual
harassment to let their voices be heard (Rogers, 2017).

Figure 14. Milano Tweet, 2017

While discussing the impact that social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook have
had on the #MeToo campaign, Mollica referenced metrics from Talkwalker, a social media
analytics tool, that revealed the incredibly reach of the #MeToo campaign. According to
Talkwalker, the #MeToo campaign had been mentioned 312,000 times across social platforms
and had a reach of 1.1 billion from Oct. 10 to Dec. 1 (Rogers, 2017).
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World-renowned Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein had just been accused of sexual
assault by multiple women when the #MeToo movement began. When the news of Weinstein’s
accusers came out, the #MeToo movement took off, with more and more people opening up to
their experiences with sexual assault. Female celebrities such as Gwyneth Paltrow, Angelina
Jolie, and Kate Beckinsale came forward in wake of #MeToo to voice their experience of
harassment by Weinstein and other big names in Hollywood (Shugerman, 2017).
This movement caused a shift in Hollywood and the media industry as powerful actors
and TV personalities were accused of sexual assault. Ben Affleck, Kevin Spacey, Dustin
Hoffman, Louis C.K., James Franco, and Michael Douglas are just a few of the many Hollywood
elite accused of sexual misconduct (Cooney, 2017). Companies have quickly reacted to the
widespread news of the industry by cutting ties with actors accused of sexual misconduct. For
example, Netflix will produce the final season of ‘House of Cards’ without Spacey, who played
main character Frank Underwood in the Netflix original series (‘House of Cards’ to resume
production in early 2018, sans Kevin Spacey, 2018). Spacey was also cut from a film one month
before it was supposed to be released in theaters. “All the Money in the World,” directed by
Ridley Scott was finished, but the crew scrambled in order to replace Kevin Spacey with
Christopher Plummer as the main actor ahead of its release date (Bahr & Coyle, 2017).
On Nov. 29, NBC News fired TODAY show host Matt Lauer amid sexual misconduct
allegations in the workplace. Lauer, a familiar face of two decades on the morning show, was
accused by a female colleague of “inappropriate sexual behavior during the 2014 Sochi
Olympics” (Ortiz & Siemaszko, 2017). Since the firing, multiple colleagues of Lauer came
forward to NBC News about other breaches of the company sexual misconduct policy by Lauer.
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However, the media industry is not the only one being rocked by these allegations amidst
the #MeToo movement. Chefs such as Mario Batali and Johnny Iuzzini, politicians such as
Democratic Congressional candidate in Kansas Andrea Ramsey, Kentucky state Rep. Dan
Johnson, and former President George H. W. Bush, and sports stars such as Donovan McNabb
and Heath Evans were among those accused outside of the media industry (Cooney, 2017).
TIME made their coveted Person of the Year ‘The Silence Breakers’ in 2017. This group
included women, men, actresses, bloggers, hospital workers, professors, and more who had come
forward to share their experience with sexual assault (Zacharek et. al, 2017). “…this movement
is born of a very real and potent send of unrest. Yet it doesn’t have a leader, or a single, unifying
tenet. The hashtag #MeToo (swiftly adapted into #BalanceTonPorc, #YoTambien, #Ana_kaman
and many others), which to date has provided an umbrella of solidarity for millions of people to
come forward with their stories, is part of the picture, but not all of it,” Stephanie Zacharek,
Eliana Dockterman, and Haley Sweetland Edwards wrote in The Silence Breakers article
(Zacharek et. al, 2017). This movement allowed for people to stand up and share their stories,
while giving others support and solidarity if chosen to share theirs.
Not only did the phenomenon unfold on social media, but also many of the accused took
to social sharing platforms to apologize and speak from their side of the story. After Ben Affleck
was called out for groping
Hilarie Burton during an
appearance on MTV’s “Total
Request Live,” Affleck took to
Twitter to offer his apologies.
Figure 15. Ben Affleck Apology, 2017
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The #MeToo movement is far from over as TIME’S UP was created from the social
media phenomenon that sparked changed and created a call to action within the industry.
“Powered by women, TIME’S UP addresses the systematic inequality and injustice in the
workplace that have kept underrepresented groups from reaching their full potential. We partner
with leading advocates for equality and safety to improve laws, employment agreements, and
corporate policies; help change the face of corporate boardrooms and the C-suite; and enable
more women and men to access our legal system to hold wrongdoers accountable.” (Our
Mission, 2017).

Analysis: The #MeToo movement was born years before its rise on social media, but
social media is what catapulted the movement into national spotlight, helped the movement gain
momentum, and increased the movement’s prominence in order for it to become a foundation.
By October 24, 2017, just nine days after Milano shared her #MeToo tweet that really
sparked the conversation, Twitter confirmed that #MeToo had over 1.7 million tweets and 85
countries had at least 1,000 tweets within the conversation ( Park, 2017). In addition, on
Facebook the movement had over “12 million posts, comments, and reactions regarding ‘Me
Too’ in less than 24 hours, by 4.7 million users around the world” (Park, 2017).
These numbers alone should prove the influence Twitter has on our society today. While
the #MeToo movement isn’t so much of a crisis as it is a movement that is causing shifts within
the entertainment industry, this hashtag that spread like wildfire shows us how social media can
make an impact both online and real life.
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Industries aside from entertainment have gotten on board with the Time’s Up movement
through creating a partnership with Time’s Up. For example, Time’s Up Advertising is dedicated
to creating change in the workplace of the advertising industry. Firms such as Weber Shandwick
have announced their support for this movement. This is a great example of how an organization
can respond to a movement like #MeToo and capitalize on it by sharing their support with
followers.

Figure 16. Weber Shandwick #TimesUpAdvertising
Announcement on Linkedin, 2018

As we saw earlier, there are 3.196 billion active users on social media worldwide that are
constantly engaging in this two-way form of communication. The #MeToo campaign had
reached millions via social media in just over a week. If anything, the #MeToo campaign should
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be an example to organizations of the power social media can have on their mission, or crisis
communication response.
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Chapter 7
Enacting a Crisis Communication Plan with a Social Media Focus
Social media has become a double-edged sword for public relations professionals. As we
have seen throughout this paper, social media could make your company shine above others can
also be used to cause backlash and hatred towards your company due to the two-way
communication it allows. However, organizations should only see social media as a positive if
they have a crisis communication plan in place. Otherwise, the public is going to go elsewhere
on social media for information about your scandal. The only voice or social media channel they
should have their eyes glued to is yours. As we saw with the #MeToo movement, it is imperative
for companies to not only have social media, but a social media plan as some campaigns rely on
social media as its lifeline.
While social media can be great to garner more attention, build brand awareness, and
display your company’s best, it can also be the tool that saves a company in a time of crisis.
After looking into the history of public relations, understanding crisis communications, and
looking at the three case studies, I have deducted these guidelines for organizations to utilize
social media to their advantage in times of crisis:
Be prepared. Even in the days without social media, it was important for organizations
to have a plan if a crisis hit. Since social media provides an increase in interactivity and
immediacy, the time an organization has to respond once a crisis hits has shortened. Therefore,
they need to be prepared in order to avoid any further damage.
Always be transparent. Your followers, stakeholders, and the public want honesty. In
addition, it is better that they get the truth from you rather than seeing an article about it. We saw
that with the Sandusky scandal. Penn State was slow to respond, and stakeholders such as the
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alumni base felt like the university kept them in the dark, so reporters did the talking for them
and the people that could have been their champions turned on them. While admitting the truth
may be hard sometimes, it would avoid a lot of ‘fake news’, lies, and rumors from spreading all
while keeping the trust of your publics intact.
Say something. Using the phrase “no comment” is not an option anymore in the age of
social media because your followers will demand something. In addition, it opens the company
up to speculation and has the press digging for more information since you are not giving them
anything. Due to the expectation of a rapid response from the company in question, having a plan
to navigate what the company’s response will be in a time of crisis is crucial. While his apology
didn’t totally excuse his actions, when Affleck took to Twitter to admit what he did was wrong,
it was better than him saying “no comment” and not owning up to what he did, or denying that it
happened at all.
Utilize social media to its full potential. Picking up the pieces of a crisis can be boring,
but it does not have to be. Social media affords companies the ability to be creative in their
approaches to handling a crisis. For example, in Feb. 2018, KFC had a chicken shortage in the
U.K. and ended up having to close 900 of its locations. A hashtag, #KFCCrisis, and even had
people getting the police involved over this poultry shortage. KCF acted quickly and creatively
by creating a website to tell customers where the closest open KFC store was located, and came
out with a clever explanation and graphic on their Twitter.
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Figure 17. KFC Crisis Graphic, 2018

KFC actually garnered praise and increased media attention. This is a perfect example of
how being clever, transparent, and showing how a company is at fault can help the brand in the
long run. People were probably talking more about KFC’s graphic then the fact that almost the
entirety of the United Kingdom went without fried chicken for a day.
In certain situations such as the Penn State Scandal, a funny graphic is not appropriate
nor what the public wants to see. Nevertheless, where there can be some lighthearted creativity
— practitioners should utilize that opportunity.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Citizens have the ability to be journalists, critics, sources of information, and launch
points of change with the power of social media in their pockets. Before social media,
organizations had a ‘golden hour’ to utilize their skills to avoid detrimental injury to their clients
once a crisis hits due to the traditional, one-way nature of communication. Now, social media
users have the power to instantaneously comment on and interact with an organization going
through a crisis. Therefore, organizations do not have an hour to marinate on how they are going
to react. Throughout this paper, we have seen how social media has changed crisis
communication in that organizations have to be prepared now more than ever if a crisis were to
strike. In addition, organizations should see the need to be on social media in order to interact
with its target publics as well as utilize social platforms in order to take control of any narrative
involving themselves. It is evident through cases like the Penn State scandal that if an
organization is not utilizing social media to talk about themselves, others will.
In conclusion, due to the immediacy and interactivity of social media, organizations must
be prepared to respond faster in times of crisis in order to control the narrative of the crisis
themselves. This should not scare practitioners who could potentially face the need to operate on
an organization, this should motivate them to be prepared and utilize every tool they possibly can
in order for their organization to have the best outcome of survival.
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Samantha Crafton Public Relations - Public Relations Intern
Remote
•
•
•
•
•

Nov. 2017 - Present

Support the founder and CEO with multiple clients
Write press releases on restaurant openings and menu releases
Pitch the press releases to media outlets
Run social media accounts for two clients
Complete research projects to analyze competitors within our clients’ geographic region

VALLEY Magazine - Editor-in-Chief 		
University Park, PA

Jan. 2015 - Dec. 2017

Johns Hopkins University & Medicine - Communications Intern
Baltimore, MD

June 2017 - July 2017

• Oversaw a staff of nearly 100 students by leading meetings for directors and editorial staff
• Led the re-brand of the magazine by launching the new logo, type, and brand guidelines for our print
magazine, website, and social media channels
• Coordinated the 64-page print edition by copy editing, writing the cover story, approving the PDFs to be
printed, selecting pitches and the cover star, and scheduling the print calendar
• Past: Web Writer, Web Director, Managing Editor

• Produced, shot, and edited eight videos for the Neurology and Brain Sciences department to enhance and
spread their mission of philanthropy
• Compiled and organized a list of 300 past scholars for a trust scholarship fund
• Drafted a portion of the annual stewardship report for the trust scholarship fund

PRSSA: Lawrence G. Foster Chapter - Vice President		
University Park, PA

Aug. 2014 - Present

• Act as a main point of contact for all committee chairs in order to ensure they are reaching their semester
goals
• Represent the chapter by meeting with advisors and speakers, as well as participating in the national
Bateman Competition, a year-long public relations campaign
• Attended PRSSA National Conference in Boston, MA
• Past: Strategic Planning Committee Member, Strategic Planning Committee Co-Chair, Director of PR
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Penn State University
Bellisario College of Communications
Schreyer Honors College
International Studies Institute
Florence, Italy (Jan. - May 2017)

Major
Public Relations
Minors
Digital Media Trends & Analytics, Psychology,
and International Studies

